
 
 
 
 
August 13, 2014 
 
Paul Hobby 
Chairman, Greater Houston Partnership 
1200 Smith, Suite 700 
Houston, TX 77002-4400 
 
Dear Paul,  
 
 This letter responds to your request for a perspective on the current financial condition of 
the City of Houston.   
 
Recession and recovery 
 
 The Great Recession hit Houston later than other regions.  The city had already scaled 
back on planned spending in 2009—the final year of my administration—when the recession 
diminished tax revenues late in that year.   We had also used surpluses to build general fund cash 
reserves, which grew from $103 million in fiscal 2003 to $277 million at the outset of fiscal 
2009.  In response to the recession, the city drew down most of those reserves in fiscal years 
2010, 2011, and 2012.   
 
 Twice in late 2009 the city finance director and I briefed city council on the future budget 
implications of a severe recession and collapse of financial markets.  Those briefings included a 
draft budget for FY2011, potential spending cuts if revenues dropped more than anticipated, five 
year planning forecasts, and recommend reforms “to reduce pressures to increase property tax 
rates or cut services during recession and beyond.” An October 2009 memo distributed before 
one of those briefings is attached. 
 

In November 2009 we publicly forecasted that revenues would remain depressed through 
fiscal year 2012, and then rebound.  For example, we projected that general revenues and 
transfers from other funds would support a general fund budget for fiscal 2014 of $1.78 billion.  
That is the exact amount spent in that fiscal year, which ended weeks ago.   

 
 The current administration and city council deserve credit for making hard choices 
concerning operating budgets during the recession.  They cut spending to a level that could be 
sustained by revenues, lawful transfers, and cash balances. After recovery they have prudently 
and steadily been restoring cash reserves. 
 

Houston municipal leaders should also be commended for maintaining excellent bond 
ratings.  Total general obligation debt has been stable since the beginning of the downturn.  In 
2012 voters approved a bond issue authorizing the sale of $410 million in additional general 
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obligations bonds, an amount based on the judgment of city officials that Houston could service 
this debt without an increase in the property tax rate.   
 
 Legacy contracts with city employees pre-dating this administration should not be an 
impediment to balancing current budgets.  Contracts with most city employees last only three 
years or so.   Another driver of spending—the level and cost of health benefits—are subject to 
annual adjustments.  Competent managers should be able to accurately forecast the cost of health 
insurance before each fiscal year.       
 
 The city projects an extraordinary increase in general obligation revenue—6.3%—for 
fiscal 2015.  Since the annual escalation of property taxes lags the sharp increase in appraised 
values, property tax revenues should continue to grow in at least the following two fiscal years.      
 
 The charter requirement for voter approval of extraordinary growth in tax revenues 
should not be a problem so long as city leaders exercise sound foresight.  During real estate 
booms property taxes can rise much faster than the incomes of many residents.  The charter 
requires public officials to justify increases in tax revenues above certain thresholds, just as they 
must ask for voters to approve the issuance of debt incurred for public improvements.  
 
Pension challenges 
 
 In 2001 the state legislature, with the agreement of the city’s three pension boards and 
city officials, enacted changes in pension benefits that increased the present value of future 
liabilities by more than $2 billion.   Those changes in pension benefits cannot be revised without 
either agreement of the pension boards or a change in state law.   
 
 The 2001 increases in pension benefits were negotiated informally by a former GHP 
executive who was then serving in the city administration and officials in each pension board.   
The administration and city council’s legislative affairs committee then recommended a change 
in state law incorporating those benefit changes.   City Controller Annise Parker, who had served 
on council in 2001, explained later that the pension board's actuary "estimated that 14 percent of 
the city's annual payroll would be needed to cover pension obligations.   We thought we could 
afford the more generous pension benefits being discussed in Austin."    
 

City officials relied on erroneous estimates.   Consider one particular 2001 change in the 
pensions for civilian municipal employees.  By paying a lump sum amount and agreeing to pay 4 
percent of their salary into the pension plan,   most city employees were allowed to raise their 
pensions from 51 percent to 90 percent of their salary in the years before retirement.   Yet the 
amount that employees were required to pay to “buy in” to the higher benefits, plus earnings 
from investment on that contribution, could never come close to paying for the cost of the higher 
benefits.  That would have been obvious by comparing price and benefits from a wide variety of 
annuities.  The pension board’s actuary—along with the pension board members and some other 
city officials—assumed that relatively few employees would opt for the higher benefits.   When 
most municipal employees did so, pension liabilities soared.      
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Because of that and other changes in pensions written into state law in 2001, the present 
value of the liabilities of the municipal pension system jumped from $1.5 billion in 2000 to $3.28 
billion in 2003.   During those years the portion of the municipal pension liability funded by 
pension assets dropped from 91 percent to 46 percent. (After two reforms undertaken in 2004 
and 2007, it had recovered to 66 percent in the last year of my administration.) 

 
 I highlighted the need for pension reform at the very outset of my administration in 2004.  
Early that year we  commissioned reports from independent actuaries, prevailed in an 
acrimonious public referendum, and obtained the agreement of the police and municipal pension 
systems for substantial reductions of benefits for new hires and the elimination of some benefits 
not yet vested for existing municipal employees. (At the time, the firefighters’ pension fund had 
less unfunded liability and firefighters paid a far greater percentage of the annual pension 
contribution than did other city employees.) These changes reduced the unfunded liability of the 
municipal plan alone by $820 million.  
 
 The chart below shows the change in assets and liabilities of the municipal and police 
pension plans in the years immediately before and after the pension reforms.  
 
 
Paying Down the Future Pension Liability 
($ in millions) 

Change in the pension assets and liabilities before and after reforms 

 
Source: Actuarial reports of police and municipal pension systems. The impact of Municipal pension reform was 

reflected in liabilities as of July 1, 2004 and the police reforms as of July 1, 2005.  Accordingly, the second 
and fourth columns reflect changes before and after those dates. 

The municipal pension system agreed to additional changes that reduced pension 
liabilities in 2007, and the city agreed to increase its pension contributions in each of the 
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following three fiscal years.  Houston’s pension reforms were recognized as a model for other 
governments. http://www.economics21.org/commentary/high-cost-hidden-pension-promises. 
 

State law gives pension boards controlled by beneficiaries the ability to veto any change 
in pension benefits.  In order to secure the municipal and police pension boards’ agreement to 
benefit reductions, the city committed to a predictable annual schedule of higher contributions to 
pension fund assets.  We bit the bullet rather than kicking the can down the road.     
 
 The city’s general fund pension contribution averaged $88 million in the three fiscal 
years before my administration.  In order to fund higher contributions required by the 2004 and 
2007 reforms, the city council overwhelming approved use of   combination of tax revenue and 
debt so as to avoid cuts in essential services.   We phased out the debt-funded component as city 
revenues rose.   In order to retire pension liabilities set by state law, the city contributed general 
funds revenues of $166 million plus debt proceeds of $20 million by the last full fiscal year in 
my administration.  That higher level of contributions reduced the amount that otherwise would 
be owed to cover future liabilities.  (For perspective, in fiscal 2013 the city’s general fund 
contributed $168 million.)     
 

In addition, in 2004 the city reduced unfunded pension liabilities by contributing a second 
lien note on the convention center hotel, and wisely later refinanced that note—at the 
recommendation of the city controller and finance director—at a lower interest rate.  The total 
amount of debt used to retire outstanding, vested pension liabilities was limited to a level that 
could be sustained without raising the property tax rate earmarked for debt service. That required 
a reduction in planned capital spending.   

 
Every dollar of debt reduced the city’s future pension obligations by far more than the 

principal and interest on that debt.   Debt proceeds were invested in securities that have 
appreciated.  (For the ten years ending in July 1, 2013, the municipal employees’ system 
averaged a 9.5% return, and returns will be higher through July 1, 2014.)  In addition, of course, 
the aggressive schedule of pension contributions—in part funded with debt—was a quid pro quo 
for obtaining large reductions in pension benefits.    

 
Members of city council and the city controller provided invaluable help in support of 

pension reforms, including the reduction of benefits and higher levels of contributions required 
to obtain those pension changes and reduce unfunded pension liabilities.   As the Houston 
Chronicle noted at the time: “few taxpayers would argue with [the] choice of bond funding over 
tax increases or cuts in fire and police staffing.”  Certainly no elected officials at the time 
advocated those alternatives.    

 
A blue ribbon commission of business leaders reviewed and endorsed the 2004 pension 

reforms, which also included institutional changes such as the creation of a council pension 
committee and recruitment of an independent Chief Pension Officer with decades of private 
sector actuarial and benefit experience.  Craig Mason, who has served well in that position since 
2005, is a respected national authority on pensions and benefits with decades of private sector 
experience as a benefit consultant and actuary.   
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The 2004 and 2007 reforms set police and municipal pension benefits at a level sufficient 
for the city’s annual contribution to cover the additional liability accrued as pensions vested each 
year.  (Actuaries call that balance of pension accruals and contributions a “normal” rate.)    

 
 State elected officials have refused to allow future benefits—those not yet earned—even 
for new hires.  As is the case with private employers, cities should be able to adjust the level and 
mix of future compensation (salaries plus benefits) in a manner required to provide adequate 
staffing and attract and retain talented employees.  State officials should allow them to do so.  
This can be done while retaining appropriate regulatory oversight designed to prevent “raids” on 
pension assets and to monitor the fiduciary duty of board members responsible for pension 
investments.     
 
 The GHP should join Mayor Parker in seeking any appropriate legislative changes.         
 
 When my administration sought to develop a defined contribution alternative for 
municipal employees, the lawyers for the municipal pension fund—Baker Botts—noted that state 
law required agreement by the pension board. Yet even if state law allowed the city to 
prospectively substitute defined contributions for defined benefits, that would not solve the 
problem of unfunded liabilities arising from benefits vested under the 2001 pension law. 
 
 Just like any other employer, the city would be obligated to fund the present value of all 
liabilities in excess of pension assets if it ever converted from defined benefits to defined 
contributions.   That one-time cost would be enormous.   The city would either have to either 
temporarily double property tax rates or incur debt at a level requiring a smaller rise in property 
taxes for a longer period of time.  If the city laid of thousands of police, firefighters, and civilian 
employees in order to make a one-time termination payment to the defined benefit plans, it 
would increase the present value of liabilities by accelerating the date when many employees 
received their first pension payment.  Then the city would require substantial additional costs in 
order to replace an experienced workforce.   
 
 City leadership in this and the prior administration has not swept the issue of pension 
liabilities under the rug.  It is also worth noting that Houston—unlike some big cities--does not 
have massive unfunded liabilities for public safety.   The firefighters plan should be well over 90 
percent funded after accounting for the plans excellent investment performance during the last 
year.  The percentage of payroll contributed by the city to the firefighters’ plan in the most recent 
fiscal years has been in line with the city’s contributions in 2006-2008.  In 2011 the city agreed 
to a back-end-loaded schedule of contributions to the police plan each year through 2023.           
 
 Citizens should remember that firefighters and police do not receive Social Security 
pensions. While many employers assert they have defined contribution rather than defined 
benefit plans, virtually of their employees in addition receive defined social security benefits 
earned through a contribution of 12.4 percent of payroll.   
 
“Incentives” that shift the tax burden from some taxpayers to others  
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 As originally developed in Houston and other cities, a TIRZ was an incentive used to 
encourage a developer to invest in construction on a particular site in a distressed area.  Various 
taxing jurisdictions froze property taxes paid into the general fund based on a property value at a 
particular date and allowed all tax revenues from higher future valuation for some period of time 
to be reinvested for certain limited and defined purposes within the zone.  In essence, for a 
limited time real estate owners in a TIRZ paid a smaller share of taxes on their appraised values 
into the city’s general fund, which finances public safety, parks, libraries, and everything else.   
 

Before 2004 these zones grew to cover a significant portion of the city’s tax base.    The 
tax increment dedicated to them has grown at a faster rate than property tax revenues available to 
the city as a whole. In Houston and other cities TIRZ have experienced “mission creep.”  As part 
of a council briefing on this issue in 2009,   we provided the attached chart showing TIRZ 
revenue growth through fiscal 2011.   

 
Consider, for example, the downtown TIRZ, in which the general fund tax revenues were 

capped in 1995 at level based on a property tax valuation of $216 million, an amount now less 
than the market actual value of some individual buildings.  Next year, with a booming market, 
appraised values within the zone could rise to $1.7 billion.  No wonder the downtown TIRZ can 
offer incentives to apartment developers that encourage people to relocate from other parts of the 
city.  
 

We created no new TIRZs during my administration.   (On rare occasions we adjusted 
boundaries to help finance community-wide improvements such as the Dynamo stadium and 
Buffalo Bayou improvements.)  Since 2010, however, TIRZs have grown from 19,397 acres five 
years ago to 35,976 acres today. That expansion-- which includes a doubling of the downtown 
TIRZ--includes three new zones, one of which was created for the participation of Harris 
County.   

 
Many fair-minded people do not share my concern about the ultimate impact of TIRZ on 

the city’s tax base.  I served with an outstanding group of citizens on city council and we were 
unable to form a consensus on how best to limit these zones to their original duration.  Though 
no reasonable person can believe that much or all of the appreciation of property values in the 
large zones resulted from tax incentives rather than market forces, the TIRZs have in fact 
facilitated concentrations of public investments in defined areas and have helped fund affordable 
housing.  Many are staffed by outstanding professionals supervised by dedicated boards.   

 
Regardless of one’s overall perspective on TIRZs, no one can deny that they are a long 

term “off-balance sheet” dedication of city revenues, with an economic impact similar to public 
improvement debt. Last year, just 6 of the 24 TIRZs proposed to fund capital improvements 
totaling $239 million for fiscal 2014-2018.  (In contrast, the total planned capital improvements 
for city libraries and the fire and police departments for those years total $185 million.)   The 
proliferation of jurisdictions that direct capital improvement also undermines the ideal of greater 
regional planning.  

 
With Houston experiencing the strongest real estate development boom in the United 

States, now is a good time for reviewing the need for tax incentives for commercial 
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development.  It would be a particularly, slippery slope if the city ever departed from its 
longstanding opposition to developers’ requests for rebates on sales taxes paid by retail owners 
or tenants within their development.  That would be unfair to competitors. 
 
The clustering of bond maturities 
  

The city’s finance director has highlighted the challenge resulting from a clustering of 
debt maturities later in this decade.  That is a serious issue.    

 
Why has Houston incurred public improvement debt? 

 
 For decades the City of Houston—like most businesses—has used debt to finance long-
lived improvements that have promoted the growth and quality of life. Every administration has 
used this authority in order to fairly spread the tax burden of long-lived capital improvements 
such as police and fire stations, parks, and libraries over the useful lives of those assets.   
 

How should principal payments be scheduled? 
 
Debt with a shorter maturity typically has a lower interest rate and debt with a longer 

maturity gives the borrower greater flexibility in dealing with the risks of future emergencies, 
economic downturns, or rising interest rates.  Responsible public officials balance those interests, 
which usually results in the issuance of bonds with maturities spread in some manner over the 
useful life of improvements.  In recognition of the risks of excessively short maturities, the city 
has a long-standing policy of limiting the percentage of debt financed with commercial paper. 
 
 Any public or private organization can operate more efficiently with a stable and 
predictable level of principal payments or amortization in a sinking fund.  In my administration 
annual general fund debt service remained between 12 to 13 percent of general fund outlays.     
 
 The city’s capacity to service debt with a stable property tax rate will generally grow 
alongside the growth in the property tax base.  As the debt rating agencies recognize, a city with 
good growth prospects can prudently increase debt service as the tax base grows.   So, for 
example, the annual debt service during my administration grew from $178 million to $251 
million, while the property tax base grew from $112 billion to $195 billion.   
 
 The city uses a designated portion of property tax revenues to pay principal and interest 
on general obligation bonds.  Revenues otherwise available for operations and maintenance 
would drop if principal payments spiked in a handful of years.  Operational efficiency and 
continuity of services would suffer if the city had to lay off employees and defer maintenance 
because of a spike in scheduled principal payments and then later replaced that workforce and 
caught up on maintenance after principal payments returned to normal.     
 
 How were principal payments scheduled at the beginning of this administration? 
 

After the recession hit city revenues in 2009, we reduced by $240 million the amount of 
outstanding short-term commercial paper for public improvements and substituted long term 
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public improvement debt.  We took care not to load principal payments at the beginning of new 
administration, which would have the challenge of dealing with the continuing consequences of 
recession.    

 
As shown in an attached exhibit, in early 2010—even after the 2009 adjustment to give a 

new administration more breathing room-- future annual principal payments still remained fairly 
stable.    When the new administration took office in 2010, the next 10 annual principal 
reductions in public improvement bonds averaged $142 million, with a high of $160 million in 
2018.  Annual planned debt service for all outstanding general obligation debt was also stable 
through 2018, and then steadily declined.   

 
The cash balance in the general obligation debt service account in 2010 was a record 

$181 million, far more than the standard required set-aside.  A portion of the excess was drawn 
down in the following fiscal years. 

 
What accounts for the sharp rise in principal payments due in 2017-2018?  
 
The city now has only slightly more public obligation debt than it did in early 2010.  In 

short, new debt has been incurred for capital improvements at the same pace as existing debt was 
paid off.  That makes sense, because appraised property values have only exceeded 2009 levels 
in the last two years.  The budget for fiscal 2015 shows that the city intends to sharply accelerate 
capital spending in the next two fiscal years.   

 
Since 2010 the city has clustered principal payments disproportionately in relatively few 

fiscal years beginning in fiscal 2017.  In fiscal 2012, 2013, and 2014 the city made principal 
payments on public improvement debt at an average annual rate of $131 million, about $3 
million more annually than had been planned at the end of the prior administration.  In recent 
years, however,  the city has scheduled principal payments that rise sharply to an annual average 
of $208 million in fiscal 2017-2019, an average $55 million higher than had been on the books in 
2010.   

 
The following charts show when the city began to cluster debt maturities in fiscal years 

2017-2018. Each column shows the principal payments for fiscal 2017-2018 according to the 
terms of debt outstanding as of April each year.   
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Peak Principal Payments on General Obligation Debt – FY 2017-2018 
($ in millions) 

GENERAL OBLIGATION DEBT SCHEDULED PRINCIPAL PAYMENTS 

 

 
Source: http://www.houstontx.gov/budget/10budadopt/XIV_GOD.pdf 

http://www.houstontx.gov/budget/11budadopt/XIV_GOD.pdf 
http://www.houstontx.gov/budget/12budadopt/XIV_GOD.pdf 
http://www.houstontx.gov/budget/13budadopt/XIV_GOD.pdf 
http://www.houstontx.gov/budget/14budadopt/XIV_GOD.pdf 
http://www.houstontx.gov/budget/15budprop/XIV_GOD.pdf 

 
The next chart shows that this sharp rise in principal payments on debt during two years 

occurred because of manner in which the city, since 2010, has scheduled the principal payments 
on public improvement debt.      
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Peak Principal Payments on Public Improvement Debt – FY 2017-2018 
($ in millions) 
 

PUBLIC IMPROVEMENT DEBT SCHEDULED PRINCIPAL PAYMENTS 

 

 
Source: Same as above 
 

Since 2010 the city has clustered slightly more than a third of debt incurred for capital 
projects such as streets, police and fire stations, parks, libraries, and the like in 2017-2020, the 
first four fiscal years in a new administration.  A swing in annual principal payments for public 
improvement debt—from $145 million in fiscal 2014 to $222 million in 2018—can play havoc 
with the operating budget.   

 
The city continued to face a financial challenge in fiscal 2012, even though the local 

economy had largely recovered.  So it deferred $20 million in principal payments due that year.  
By then cash reserves remaining from the prior administration had been exhausted.  That deferral 
seems reasonable if it was necessary to avoid a temporary curtailment of essential services.  That 
decision, however, did not require a clustering of debt at the beginning of the next 
administration. 

 
At the beginning of 2010 the contractual general obligation debt service—the principal 

and interest due on all debt secured by property taxes–was $276 million for fiscal 2018.  Today 
that amount has increased by $79 million, a spike that exceeds the entire annual budgets for 
many city departments. 

 
This pattern of debt maturities does not conform to the estimated useful lives of debt-

financed capital improvements. The useful life of a third of the city’s last $2 billion in debt-
financed capital improvements does not end in 2017-2020.  If so, the city has a scandalous 
problem with structural engineering. 
 
 Interest rate “savings” do not justify such a clustering of debt.  Obviously any private or 
public entity can show a short-term “savings” by shortening the average maturity of loans.  But 
any temporary savings needs to be weighed against the increase in operational and financial 
risks.  Suppose my administration could have reduced its annual interest expense by shortening 
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debt maturities and clustering those maturities in 2010-2012, immediately after a new 
administration took office.  That would have created havoc at the beginning of the Parker 
administration.       
 

A clustering of relative short maturities magnifies the risk of having to refinance at higher 
interest rates.  That is why many well-run businesses have extended maturities in order to 
minimize the impact of higher interest rates.  As you know from your service on the regional 
Federal Reserve Board, the Federal Reserve has clearly stated its intention to taper off support 
for the extraordinarily low interest rates experienced in the last several years.  The risks of rising 
rates are well-known.   Homeowners understand that a five-year mortgage will have a lower 
interest rate than would a longer maturity,  but the shorter maturity exposes them to  potentially 
higher interest rates if they must refinance at the end of the five year term.  Sophisticated finance 
professionals look beyond the simplistic “present value of debt service” formula when 
scheduling debt maturities.   

 
The city’s well-known charter limitations on annual revenue increases should also 

discourage the clustering of maturities on debt. Bond covenants require that the property tax 
rates earmarked for debt service be sufficient to service annual debt obligations. As a result, if 
principal payments spike in some year, the revenues available for operations and maintenance 
may plummet.   

 
It is alarming that the city’s finance director is unaware of who and when decisions were 

made to cluster debt maturities later in this decade.  He was recently cited in the Houston 
Chronicle as stating that “past mayors put off principal payments for future leaders to pay, 
creating a debt bubble that now is coming due.  General obligation debt payments will jump 
from $297 million this fiscal year to $355 million by fiscal 2018, before falling.” As shown by 
the above charts, those debt maturities were clustered in the last several years.  Former mayors 
did not do that.     

 
No former mayor has any political incentive to cluster debt maturities after the 2013 

election or after the end of the current administration.   
 
Any concern about the level of debt does not justify a clustering of maturities.  If the 

city’s finance director believes that too much debt has been incurred for long-lived public 
improvements, then he ought to recommend a deferral of the massive planned increases in two 
large categories of capital expenditures in the next two years, as shown in an attachment.        

 
Fair-minded citizens can debate how much tax revenue should be devoted to support of 

debt for financing long-lived improvements and how much should be used for ongoing 
operations and cash-financed investments.  They can also embrace different priorities for public 
improvements financed with debt secured for property taxes.  (For example, my administration 
used debt more extensively for street improvements while the current administration relies more 
heavily on debt to fund trails along the bayous. Mayor Parker and I both supported the bond 
issues reflecting these priorities during both of our administrations.)  Any difference of opinions 
regarding those issues does not justify either the clustering of debt maturities or attempts to shift 
responsibility for a spike in debt that was planned during the last several years.    
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Conclusion 
 
 On balance, city leaders managed Houston’s operating budget and total indebtedness well 
in the aftermath of the Great Recession.  Houston dealt with the challenge of pensions earlier and 
more effectively than most big cities, but state officials should allow city leaders to manage 
future pension benefits in a manner that is affordable for the long run and allows city 
management to weigh the balance between retirement benefits and other forms of compensation.  
If the city seeks assistance as a result of debt maturities now clustered in the next five years, 
perhaps it—like the city administration in 2001—would welcome volunteer advice from private 
sector executives recruited by the Greater Houston Partnership.   
 
 In light of its booming economy and property tax values, with good financial 
management the city ought to be able to continue its long term record of sound financial 
management while in the future providing essential services such as street repair that are critical 
to future growth. 
 

Sincerely, 

 

Bill White  
Senior Advisor 
Chairman, Lazard Houston 
+1 713 236 4628 phone 
+1 713 236 4603 fax 
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